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Since'1982 Frank Stella has published three very dilferent
series ol prints which, as the master printer Kenheth Tyler

declared, "blast a hole in the traditional tools and
aesthetics ol printmaking." Stella has perhaps changed
for al! time the very def inition of what a print can be, and
he has accomplished this leat with works of remarkable

power and beauty.

!rank Stella is one of the most exciting printmakers working
I today. The most astounding aspect of this statement is that
it could not have been said, much less been true, only one year
ago. Since the beginning of 1982, Stella has published three
very different series of prints which, as the master printer Ken-
neth Tyler declared, "blast a hole in the traditlonal tools and
aesthetics of printmaking."l Stella has perhaps changed for all
time the very definition of what a print can be, and he has ac-
complished this feat with works of remarkable power and beau-
ty.

Stella's colossal achievement is on view at the Whitney Mu.
seumof AmericanArt in the retrospective exhibition "FrankStel-
la: Prints 1967-1982," which will be traveling through the United
States until 1986. This exhibition, which originated at the Uni-
versity of Michigan in Ann Arbor, is accompanied by a cata-
logue raisonn6 of the graphic oeuvre by Richard H. Axsom.
There is an ironic aspect to this catalogue. lt appears that Stel-
la, aware of his upcoming print retrospective and perhaps sens-
ing that his production in the medium had not beenwhatit could
be, decided for the first time to channel all of his energies into
the medium and to become a master printmaker. Thus the cata-
logue, although highly informative and exemplary in its discus-
sion of the earlier prints, only summarily addresses itself to
Stella's most technically sophisticated and gorgeous graphic
work which, in some cases, was literally carried wet off the
presses into the space of the exhibition.

Stella f irst came to printmaking in 1967, long after most of the
other artists of his generation. He began by retracing his steps,
making lithographs based upon the Black Paintings of 1958-60,
then following the development of the other stripe paintings. At
this point, he seems to have had little interest in the making of
prints as such, as these early prints were designed not to be
hung on the wall but to be gathered together into albums to be
read like the pages of a book. Stella's only innovations in the
lithographic medium with these so-called "album prints,,result-
ed from his desire to compensate for its "defects',; to counter-
act the absorption of the lithographic inks into the paper, which
weakened the image, he used non-absorbent metallic inks,
specially created pigment-rich inks, or he sealed the paper with
a layer of screenprint or with a pre-printed graph pattern ground.
Dispersed at intervals through the space of the exhibition
among his most recent work, these early prints sound a refrain
of dignity, intelligence, and control, while the uniformly asym-
metrical placement of the images on the paper on which they
are printed assumes an eccenlric aspect. These prints stand as
modest records of the paintings from which they derive, pos-
sessing none of their power and strength.

The Eccentric Polygons of 1974 are generally described in the
literature as those prints in which Stella made a,,breakthrough,,
toward greater freedom and experimentation in the print medi-
um. These prints feature overprinted, slightly variegated sur-
faces which depart from the flatly painted surfaces of the /r-
regular Polygons from which they take their form. Although
these prints were to influence the etched and scumbled sur-
faces of lhe Brazilian Serles of paintings that followed, they
seem to have done little to ignite Stella's interest in printmak-
ing, as he made no prints for the next three years. When he re-
turned to printmaking in 1977 with the Exotic Birds, he moved to
a somewhat larger scale, to a more integrated use of screen-

printing and lithography, and to expressionistically rendered
and glittered surfaces that echo those of the Exotic Elrd reliefs.
Two years later, however, Stella issued another series of prints
based upon these relief s, the Hand-Colored Screenprints,
which are almost twice the size of lhe Exotic Elrd prints. ln his
decision to extensively hand-work the surfaces of these prints,
it appears that Stella was still of the mind that the print medium
was somehow def icient, as if he believed that he would only be
able to translate the presence and physicality of the paintings
into prints through the direct action of his hand.

From this point on, it is evident that Stella was no longer con-
tent to have his prints serve as pale echoes of his paintings; he
began to demand that his printed art be endowed with an energy
and vibrancy equivalent to that found in his pdinted work. The
Polar Co-ordinates for Ronnie Peterson of 1980 are the crucial,
transitional works in this regard, the prints in which Stella be-
gan to realize not only the potentialities of the print medium but
also his own. For the f irst time, a series of prints departs radical-
ly from the paintings upon which they are based, in title as well
as in form. The name of the series derives from a kind of graph
paper with curving lines and from the Swedish auto racer and
friend of the artist who died in a Grand Prix race in 1980. The
prints are based upon two conf igurations of the Saskatchewan
Series of paintings of 1967-70, Flin-Fton, a motif of four petal.s
joined at the center, and Saskaf oon, in which the four petals are
connected to form the outlines of a circle. The flat application
of color in the paintings is replaced in the prints by f reely scrib-
bled lines and multi-colored surfaces achieved through numer-
ous overlays of lithographic and screen printing. The introduc-
tion of gleaming metallic colors and glitter further activates the
surface as does the addition of the curving grid from which the
series takes its name. Rather than serving as a passive back-
ground as did the rectilinear grids in Stella's earlier printq this
curving grid functions as a rich decorative device and as an in-
tegral structural element which generates tensions and differ-
ent patterns of movement on the surface of each print. Whereas
in Stella's earlier prints the painting-derived images are general-
ly isolated against empty grounds, here, by virtue of the grid as
well as by a few extended protractor-drawn lines, lhe Flin-Flon
and Saskatoon images are integrated into an allover, pulsating
surface pattern that extends over the borders of the print, stop-
ping just short of the paper's edges. The truncation of these
lines leaves the internal forms unanchored, allowing for still
greater movement and spatial tensions. The motions inherent
to each of the motifs are in fact polar opposites; the pin-wheel
conf iguration spins rapidly, expanding outward, while the cir-
cular motif contracts more slowly inward.

The Shards of 1982 almost literally take over where the Polar
Co-ordinates leave off, as the prints of this series incorporate
f ragments of the same grids which appear in the Polar Co-ordin-
ates, hence the series' name. Shards, one of the three series of
prints of 1982, represents an advance over the earlier prints not
so much in technique as in terms of the development of the ar-
tist's thinking about the aesthetic and formal possibilities of
the print medium, particularly as regards decoration and illu-
sionism. Although at f irst glance these prints may appear highly
decorative and cheerf ully unassuming, a subsequent glance re-
veals that they are rife with spatial complexities and formal ten-
sions which are the result of the most sophisticated considera-
tions of space and form. ln these prints, Stella granted himself
permissions that he has vehemently denied himself in his paint-
ed work. These are his first works in any medium to openly ex-
plore and exploit figure-ground relationships in terms of the dis-
position of a variety of shapes across a f lat surface. Although
the prints of the S/,ards series bear a relationship to Stella's Clr-
cuil Series reliefs of 1980 (in that they share many of the
same shapes, the motif of the curving grid, as well as the lively
complexities of space and form), the reliefs project out into real
space and embody illusions of a different order, so that the
prints are essentially independent of the painted work.

The composition of each of the Shards prints originated in a
collage of uncolored cut-out shapes that was transf erred onto a
plate for printing. Although these shapes derive f rom architec-
tural devices for drafting lines, Stella imbues them with life as
theyoverlap, interpenetrate, and nuzzletogether on the surfaces
of the prints. Most of these shapes appeared earlier in Stella's



art, with one notable addition, the rectilinear form of a panto-
graph (a draftsman's tool for duplicating and enlarging forms),
which dances like a stick-figure across a number of prints.

Although Stella's prints of the Exotic Eird series also present
shapes dispersed across a f ield, rectilinear graph pattern back-
grounds are used to hold the images flat against the picture
plane. ln Shards, the curving grid employed as an allover sur-
face pattern in lhe Polar-Coordinates is used erratically and in
fragments, serving either to activate the backgrounds with un-
dulating rhythms and to catch forms as in a net or f ill in some of
the biomorphic and geometric shapes that float upon the sur-
face. A smaller version of the grid, created perhaps with the aid
of a pantograph, is also used to articulate discrete shapes. Con-
tinuous blends of color are used to produce pockets of depth
and atmospheric effects and, in several of the prints, views
through open windows are of f ered to the same ends. lnevitably,
however, all illusions of depth are cancelled, the eye led back to
the surface by means of f lat, superimposed forms.

A complicateQ system of color contrasts is also used to add
strain to eac'h print's surface. Hot and cold, tart and sweet col-
ors appear in jarring combinations and are unpredictably juxta-
posed with densely scribbled areas of black. Contributing fur-
ther to the complexity of these prints is the fact that the out-
lines of the fo-rms and the lines of the grid are not printed in a
uniform gray, 6s in most of the earlier se-ries, but in awide range
of colors. After completing the intended f ive prints of this ser-
ies, Stella executed four variants; while the original prints are
bright in color and joyously decorative, the variants are darker
and more introverted, as if to assert the seriousness of their in-
tentions.

Stella has said, "l would like to combine the abandon and in-
dulgence of Matisse's Dance with the all-over strength and for-
mal inspiration of a picture like his Moroccans," declaring Ma-
tisse, whose color is evoked by some of the earlier prints in the
Shards series, to be his model of one who successfully com-
bines decoration with formal strength.'? lt is Picasso's similar
achievement, however, which is most strongly evoked by the
Shards. Picasso's Mandolin and Guitar of 1924 (Solomon R.
Guggenheim Museum), which presents a still life of lively forms
and of various grid and lozenge-patterned elements before an
open window, seems a kind of representational counterpart to
such prints as Shards /a, with its wobbly, salmon-colored, gui-
tar-like form.

While the prints of the Shards series are about intellectual
plays of space and form, the Circuit Series prints, also of 1982,
tend to present allover f ields of high sensuality. Whereas color
contrasts in the Shards are abrupt and often unsettling, in Clr-
cults they are harmonious and melting. Like the Polar Co-ordin-
ates and many of Stella's other series before them, the Shards
combine the processes of lithography and screenprinting. They
are conventionally sized prints printed on commercially produc-
ed Arches paper and the inks sit upon the surfaces in areas of
high gloss or matte. For the f irst time in lhe Circuif Series and in
the contemporary Swan Engravings, Stella works in inventive
combinations of relief-printed etching, engraving, and woodcut.
Printed on especially fabricated handmade papers, the surfaces
of these prints are rich and highly textured. These prints are of
the scale and presence of paintings; they are a printed art of a
whol ly d ifferent order.

The vast differences between the Shards and Circuit Serles
prints are due to the heterogeneous concerns of the artist who
produced them, and also to the distinctive personalities of the
workshops where they were made: Petersburg Press of London
and New York and Tyler Graphics Ltd. of Bedford, New York.
The Stella print retrospective is in many ways as much a tribute
to the achievements of these presses as it is to the genius of
Frank Stella. Both Polar Co-ordinates and Shards were pub-
lished by Petersburg Press with whom Stella has been working
since 1972. These prints, although highly ref ined, are conserva-
tive in technique, in keeping with the general nature of this Brit-
ish-affiliated operation. The technically revolutionary Circuits
and Swan Engravings were produced at Tyler Graphics Ltd., a
more open and experimental press which is ruled by the energy
and inventiveness of Kenneth Tyler, with whom Stella made his
f irst prints in 1967 at Gemini G.E.L. in Los Angeles. Tyler Graph-
ics Ltd., which was opened in Bedford, New York in 1973, was

one of the main workshops involved with the papermaking trend
that began in the 1970s, and it was there that Stella produced
his stately hand-colored Paper Reliefs of 1975. lt was not, how-
ever, until 1982 that he chose to use handmade paper for prints
and in doing so, turned the printmaking medium inside-out.

Like Shards, lhe Circuit Series prints relate to the Clrcui t Ser-
ies metal reliefs, although in a different way. Each of the prints
of this series features a graceful linear tracery upon its surface
which is a conflation of superimposed contours of shapes
found in the painted reliefs. Talladega Three I and ll, for exam-
ple, the first of the series to be published, present a configura-
tion of overlapping shapes from the Talladega relief, whose ti-
tle, like those of the other Circuit Serles works, derives f rom the
name of an auto-racing track. The designation "three" refers to
the multiplier used in enlarging elements f rom painting to print
and the Roman numerals indicate the sequence of each varia-
tion. ln Talledega Three. l, the surface is printed in black with a
rich middle tone of gray, while the circuitry lines, which project
in relief, are entirely free of ink, having been wiped clean by
hand with Q-tips. Talladega Three ll presents the same motif in
colors. Like many of the prints in lhe Circuit Series, it has been
printed on paper that has been dyed in a random spotting of
pastel colors and stained with verrnilion top and bottom bord-
ers. Printed over this richly colored surface are colored inks,
two blended rolls in gradations of white to dark gray and the ele-
gant linear tracery in violet. The tracery holds the surface while
the blended rolls create undulations in depth.

Both of these prints seem to stand in homage to Jasper
Johns. The superimposition of the outlines of the angular and
curving shapes of the Circuit Series relief is reminiscent of
Johns' recurrdnt O through 9 motif in which the numerals are
similarly disposed. This motif first appeared in Johns'art in an
expressionistically painted canvas of 1960 and subsequently
became the subject of numerous prints, among them a lead re-
lief of 1970 (printed with Ken Tyler at Gemini G.E.L.)whose rais-
ed lines find a counterpart in the embossed white lines of fal-
ladega Three l. The use of a blended roll over a large surface, as
it appears in Talladega Three ll, is a technique originally devel-
oped for Johns' Colored Numerals lithographs of 1969 (also
made in collaboration with Tyler at Gemini). Further, the pairing
of the colored and uncolored versions of the Talledega molif
recalls Stella's earlier tribute to Johns in the painting and print
entitled Jasper's Dilemma, which is about the problems of color
vs. grisaille. lt seems fitting that in these two prints, the first to
announce him as an undisputed master of the medium, Stella
should pause to acknowledge Jasper Johns, the artist who until
then had stood as the single most brilliant and inventive print-
maker of our time. Suddenly, there were two.

Talladega Three I is the only one of lhe Circuits to be printed
in black; in all of the others, rich, full-bodied tones are orches-
trated so as to knit the surface of each print together while at
the same time seducing the viewer with their overwhelmingly
romantic harmonies. Estoril Three ll, for example, is like a rich
brocade, with two tones of gold printed upon the surface and
with pink, purple, magenta, and bursts of blue peeking out f rom
the dyed surface below. The linear f ramework is in red bordered
by a slightly wider line of green, while a narrow band in a similar
green extends along the print's bottom-most edge; intruding
quietly into the beholder's range of vision, this band recalls the
use of such elements in the work of the Color-Field painters, al-
though in Stella's art it is distinctly decorative in nature.

ln Pergusa Three line and shape play a more def initive role, as
an asymmetrically arranged cluster of curvilinear and snake-like
forms is isolated against an overprinted black "ground." Printed
on dyed paper with vermilion borders, it is a relief-printed etch-
ing and woodcut. A found element in the form of a magnesium
plate etched with a lacy pattern was inserted into the wood-
block and is seen in the print superimposed upon a gray bul-
bous form. This f lat gray shape stands in contrast to the chalky
white and velvety red forms with which it is juxtaposed.

ln its predominance of curvilinear and serpentine forms, in
the delicate handling of the lace (which contrasts with its use in
the Swan Engravings), in its rich palette, stained-glass quality,
and impastoed surface, this print bears an uncanny resem-
blance to Picasso's Girl Belore a Mirror in the Museum of Mod-
ern Art, which is of almost the exact dimensions. The form set 1'l



to the left in Stella's print serves as an abstract counterpart to
the figure of Marie-Th6rdse Walter standing before the mirror,
her head, breasts, and belly evoked by Stella's gracef ul serpen-
tines. The area of darkness to the right suggests her remote and
mysterious internal world, and some shapes floating upon this
blackness echo forms reflected in Picasso's mirror, such as the
bright orange hook (seen on the girl's face to the right). ln Per-
gusa Three Stella has accomplished an awe-inspiring feat. Not
only has he translated Picasso's masterpiece into an abstract
language while preserving all of its sensuality and strength, but
he has achieved this without departing from the system he es.
tablished for himself of using shapes derived from a Circuit
Serles relief.

The third major series of prints of .1982 are the Swan Engrav-
lngs. Although printed on the same-size sheet of handmade pa-
per as the Circuits, these prints are of a more pronounced physi-
cality and monumentality. Whereas the Circulfs are lyrical and
sweetly seductive in their rich colors and graceful forms, the
Swan Engravings are aggressive and bold, featuring a titanic
clash of tensions between fragmented forms and an exploita-
tion of the forcef ul interaction between black ink and the gleam-
ing whiteness of the paper. These heavy, richly absorbent
sheets of paper, with their textured surfaces and ragged edges,
strongly assert the objecthood and materiality of each individ-
ual print.

The Swan Engravings were printed from etched magnesium
plates that were collages made from smaller magnesium plates
which incorporated newly made shapes, leftover cutouts and
scraps from the making of lhe Circult Series reliefs, and found
elements. The surfaces of these plates were etched in an end-
less variety of expressionistic marks and patterns before being
collaged, contributing to the churning, densely congested im-
agery of the prints. Some sections of the print were inked and
rolled like reliefs, while others were inked and wiped like intag-
lios, adding further variation to the surfaces. The name of this
series derives from the Swan Engraving'Company in Connecti-
cut, the company that did the etching and engraving work on
these metal plates as wellas on those of Stella's reliefs.

These prints relate not to the Circuit Serles reliefs but to the
South African Mines of 1982, an unpainted series of metal re.
liefs which also contain leftover f ragments f rom the Circuit Ser-
ies reliefs that preceded them. Like the Swan Engravings, the
South African Mine reliefs deal with muscular tensions and
plays of opposition between forms, i.e., solid and void, straight
and curved, etc. The prints do not replicate the reliefs but pre-
sent equivalents for them; they translate the energies generated
by conf licts between real elements in real space onto f lat sur.
faces which seem to threaten, at every moment, to burst apart.

A product of the Swan Engraving Company that Stella chose
to introduce into many of these prints is the template used to
impress lace-border and weave patterns on plastic tablecloths.
By incorporating this found element into the collaged plates
used to print the works of this series, Stella seems to be making
a direct reference to Picasso's inclusion of a piece of oilcloth
printed to look like chair caning in his '1912 still-life collage. For
the Syyan Engravings, as wellas for many of the other prints of
1982, Picasso seems to stand not only as Stella's primary point
of reference but also as his primary source of competition. Stel-
la builds upon the achievements of the older master. For exam-
ple, by utilizing collaged plates in the Svyan Engravings, he has,
in a sense, brought collage full circle.s Collage was first intro-
duced to the art of painting to counter illusionistic effects by
asserting the f latness of the picture plane; collage is now used
by Stella in his prints to generate the most extreme illusions of
space and depth on a f lat surface. The prints are not, however,
strictly two-dimensional, as the plates used to print the lace-
border motif are slightly thicker than the others, so that the pat-
tern is debossed upon the surface. The lace-border pattern
therefore serves as an ironic intrusion of flatness upon the illu-
sionistic f ields.

The original intention of collage was also to introduce bits of
the real world into art. Picasso's use of oilcloth which simulates
chair caning in his f irst collage already plays with this notion, as
the oilcloth is not the reality it pretends to be. Stella takes this
one step further. The lace pattern, with its sharp-focus, fac-
simile detail, is not lace, nor is it a piece of metal pretending to114
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Frank Stel la, Shards la, 1982. 451/q x 39th ". Courtesy Petersbu rg Press.
ta1982 Frank Stella.

be lace; it is the "picture" (or illusion) of a piece of metal that
seems to wish it were lace.

Swan Engraving lV is the most fragmented of all the prints of
this series, incorporating fifty collage elements of which five,
those featuring the lace-border pattern, are printed in relief. A
corner of the tablecloth has been printed in the upper right cor-
ner, suggesting an ornamental picture f rame and serving as a re-
poussoir to the churning activity and illusionism of the print.
The lace pattern which snakes across the print's center is in
four separate sections and, at one point where the serpentine is
broken, its movement is continued by an engraved swipe-mark.
The print is difficult to read spatially, although with study cer-
tain systems of balances are revealed. For example, just below
the lace pattern to the upper right is a bulbous shape and to its
left is a plane with a cutout in a similar shape. Each of these ele-
ments fealures a scrawled motif of angular white lines, as does
a smaller element to the lower right. These echoes of form and
pattern across the surface of the print provide coherence and
control, allowing for greater freedom and variety in the other
pictorial elements.

The Swan Engraving Series has already born a progeny in
Stella's art. Of the three series of prints of 1982, it is this series
that Stella has chosen to expand upon in his subsequent print-
ed work. While the prints of this series in the rectangular format
have remained the Swan Engravings proper, those in the square
format were recently designated a separate series, the Swan En-
graving Sguares. Using a similar system of collaged plates, Stel-
la has created at least two tondos, the Swan Engraving Circles,
which are also printed in black ink on white handmade paper.
The exhibition at the Whitney Museum also included some of
Stella's attempts to introduce color into this series, either by
providing colored borders or by coloring individual forms.
These prints seem to be less finished conceptions than experi-
ments and suggestions of what is to come; judgment must
therefore be held in reserve until Stella has had the opportunity
to realize the fullextent of his powers in this colored mode.

At the Whitney Museum, several of the black and white Swan
Engraving prints of 1982 were hung in the same gallery as the
Black Series prints of 1967. They share a majesterial use of
black (or near-black in the case of the earlier prints) and the fact



Frank Stel la, Pergusa Three (Ci rcuits),
1982. Relief-printed etching and
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Graphics Ltd. and the Whitney
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Frank Stella,
Tal ladega Three 1, 1982. Etch i ng, 66 x
51-318". Courtesy Tyler Graphics Ltd

\O1982 Frank StellalTyIer Graphics Ltd.

Frank Stella, Swan Engraving lV, 1982.

Etchinglrelief print,661/a x 51 ".

CourtesY TYler GraPhics Ltd
te1982 Frank StellalTyler Graphics Ltd.

that they were both created by Frank Stella; there the similari'
ties end. Whereas the Black Series features controlled, deduc'
tive patterns which soberly hold illusionism in check, the new
works are more improvisational and present expressionistic, il-
lusionistic images. Stella has advanced f rom the production of
prints that serve as modest records of paintings, and f rom a rel'
atively unassuming acceptance of the limitations of existing
print technologies, to the creation of prints that are technical
extravaganzas which rival paintings in their monumentality,
physicality, and apparently autographic surfaces. Printmaking
has been redefined.
.1. Bichard H. Axsom, The Prints of Frank Stella 1967'1982: A Catalogue Raisonne
(New York: Hudson Hills Press. '1983). p.35.
2. William S. Rubin, Frank Stella (New York: Museum of lvlodern Art, 1970), p. .149.

3. ln my discussion of the Srvan Engravings and Cubist collage, I.am deeply in'
debted-to [/r. Victor W. Ganz, who generously gave of his time in reading my
typescript and who shared his intelligent and insightf ul ideas on this subject with
me.
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son, 1980. Lithograqh,
silkscreen, and letterPress, 38
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